MARINE ACID WASH
Advanced triple action
formulation
Antifouling cleaning &
etching solution
Effective fibreglass boat
cleaner
Contains phosphorylated
ethoxylate for better results
with less acid

ANTIFOULING
BOAT HULL CLEANER
Cyndan Marine Acid Wash is an enhanced formula with Phosphorylated
Ethoxylate for getting better marine cleaning results with less acid.

SIZE:
1L, 5L, 25L, 205L

Triple Action
ACTION 1: Excellent for renewal of fibreglass which is faded or stained
from rust, exhaust fumes, environmental contamination etc.
ACTION 2: Ideal for removal of slime from hulls, anti fouling and running
gear.
ACTION 3: When used on anti fouling, Marine Acid Wash etches the
previous anti fouling to provide a surface which binds to the new anti
fouling thus ensuring a better adhesion and longer life.
For action 1: Dilute Marine Acid Wash with up to 6 parts of water.
Broom on to the hulls or decks. Allow to react for 2-3 minutes and rinse
with high pressure water. For stubborn rust staining around metal fittings,
detailing with a non scratching abrasive pad may be necessary.
For actions 2-3: Apply at a diluted rate of 1 part Marine Acid Wash with
10 parts water. Broom on, allow 2-3 minutes reaction time and rinse with
high pressure water. A reapplication after all slime and foreign matter
is removed is recommended to etch the surface prior to applying anti
fouling.

Finish off with
Stainless Steel Sentry

IDEAL FOR:
•

Boat hull cleaning

•

Faded or rust stained
fibreglass

•

Slime removal

•

Anti fouling

Marine Acid Wash is a perfect companion product of Cyndan’s
Stainless Steel Sentry. Stainless Steel Sentry will provide a long term
protection to all marine grade stainless steel, protecting it from unsightly
tea staining and rust.

Chemical solutions across multiple industries
100% Australian owned - Est. 1978

Ph: 1800 812 309 / +61 2 9998 5688
Buy online at www.cyndan.com.au

